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child’s chain 
power over you
power mother adult’s wish time stretches above you
in worlds so immediate

a raised hand prevents
t h r e a t e n s
p r e s s u r e s
ones own arms small and trapped 

someone tries to predetermine path 

you are dragged to follow 

moody scent 
d e l u s i o n a l
and unprovoked, so pure so solid 

it reappears 
sight of will
sight of protest 
fight to feel

self determination  
your own strong will
in contrast to the world that grabbed 
you’ve gotten out in a caught up deal

long forgotten urge revives
you fulfil
since you strive

one day you can organise

bench by the bridge dried out canal

something angry left

we walk to be talking far



histories arent matching

future single path so knighted
inviter
you say hustler
sending vibes from smaller space to share
bigger bonds familia 
supposedly
alternate perception father

staff unwanted
beginners faith and lust much harder

running placing buckets
victoriously
twisting space alienation 
moulding it since choice is king

figures of the enemy
liberalis consulti
leo’s cave
lets talk survival
bigger cat besotted smoother

awakening
and sounding caves
listening 
some waters travel and break-ashore

flight in years when everything sounds simpler
radiant
and crystal clear



the dogs barking cleared the sky, shook it first during the night
yards and yards and lampposts standing

a choir of infinite mind cutting the air
joining voices to erect

sunbreak at its surface
sunbreak calls the day alive

hundred hands in hot stream bathing, eyes were blue a face a taint
all freckles black the hair so thick 
their hands their hands in hot stream bathing
labour woman on the shore
smiles all teeth smiles that mean arrival

water steaming water reaches water enters water reigns

loose so surely since its speed no word could tell
vessels pumping, resonating circuit 
give its meaning aloud
vitality

reaching in , perspective for a forest , along the roads
along all signs for the mortal who once were within
this valley finding ways while trees are standing still

among the edges, cliffs of mountain snake spoke  length, concrete
drive underneath the trees that are leaning,
they are building tunnels in regard for you to see

perspective for the forest speed does harvest
perspective for the forest nurtures
perspective for the forest seed

on some heights small river breaking
walking paths
fireplaces. Trouts to catch
who s fetching water
the spring begins, the pulse is clear. And no thoughts but headspace
and no thoughts but goddess of the mountain top, where beams locate a golden
veil. A light scanning. For the earth to breath
for fauna to surrender

light long hair
and kisses gentler then mine

melting into the night



no need to see more
no plans ahead just the other
just this one 
or this one
who is there to be close 
something close is allowed

fiddling
painted nails one or the other
slender bodies exhaling
some good jokes and observations 

and when we slip 
bright eyes r in slumber falling

there is something to be said about people in embrace

souls so detached from an awareness of the i
yet bodies r leaning
keeping
head bending while mouths are covered 
shut moist 
drinking you the one closer
tripping on your smell you the one near

teen age caveman in my bed
after all holes
all touch
all moulds 
erection ate potential
rolling eyes and grins
and grinding teeth apocalypse

dying in the arms of willpower
threatened look and shaky legs
pulsating all over
inside
and through the looking glass 

staggering in astonishment



revival of all sensuals 
of all rivals eyes
beastly this desire’s truth
bodies wrestle while roars are heard in the light light blue of an ending night
and you scream survivalist
hair turns whip 
hands clap the skin
you are obstructed from defending

and you re obstructed from remembering
but this flight speaks revelation
fly all night 
all evening
every single day touch 
and occasion
for flirtation
approximation

attendance and arrival in the void
so possibly a training for selfless expansion in the void



dancing casts
in fever dreams the striver

in night shade’s rust

for chancers
revitalisers
for lasting lust

for gains in ego worlds
and ransom relations
self hook to the tower
babel elevation
singular performer power

feverish just chasing
proud

randomly applied tags
never look back

just speculation placements
redemption every season

integrity isn’t 
quest. feeling fresh everyday
change fashion liker’s way

novelty is simple currency

contents fade in news view
camouflage each angle
no need for wisdoms truth
flexibility is hight

allow front cover faces of shallow eyes
no respect for noblesse
speculate the rest
apply random tags

every season bears redemption in the pale cast
colourful for thrash sensation



to this child, 
mentioned on the first page

thanks to all the lovers, friends and family
for this especially stan by the canal, lubri in bulgaria, paul in new 
york, paul jones next to me, kukusi in the house, pain in paris, 
sony camcorder, circles at dig space and adrian to keep asking me 
to read and show things


